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“ Can women be in combat roles ?? ” 

So, the question here is “ can women be in combat roles?? ” . You must be thinking 

what’s this question means?. Basically women in combat are female military personnel assigned 

to combat positions. So , yes women can be in combat roles  . In this modern world a women can 

do anything. Today a women is a teacher , a doctor, a pilot , an engineer , a politician  and many 

more because a women is capable of doing everything a men can do.  

Although women  are giving their best in almost every field. But I don’t know why can’t 

we accept women in combat roles? Why we think that they are not enough strong to play a 

combat role? Remember, a women takes 57 Dell of pain while giving birth to a baby. This pain 

is equal to 20 bones getting fractured at a time . Where a normal human body can only take 45 

Dell of pain . This shows how strong a women is . 

If a soldier is strong and powerful then think how strong would be the person who gives 

birth to him . First Guru of Sikhs Shri Guru Nanak Dev Ji said- 

                    “ So kyon manda aakhiye jitt jameh raajan ” 

This means why call a women bad ? From her kings are born . Now coming back to the 

point. A women can be a military officer. Even countries like Canada , Britain , Germany , 

France etc. are appointing women in combat roles. So why can’t we accept are mothers and 

daughters to play a role of an army officer. Believe me they just need a chance to  prove 

themselves. And if they will get a chance I’m damn sure they will take the nation to new heights.  

I salute to all those parents who are encouraging their daughters.   

        “Womens are not only to wear  Pearls and sensible shoes to work.  
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They can even handle weapons and wear combat boots ” 
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